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Abstract
When optimizing large-scale applications, striking the bal-
ance between steady-state performance, start-up time, and
code size has always been a grand challenge. While recent
advances in trace compilation have significantly improved
the steady-state performance of trace JITs for large-scale
Java applications, the size control aspect of a trace compi-
lation system remains largely overlooked. For instance, us-
ing the DaCapo 9.12 benchmarks, we observe that 40% of
traces selected by a state-of-the-art trace selection algorithm
are short-lived and, on average, each selected basic block is
replicated 13 times in the trace cache.

This paper studies the size control problem for a class of
commonly used trace selection algorithms and proposes six
techniques to reduce the footprint of trace selection without
incurring any performance loss. The crux of our approach is
to target redundancies in trace selection in the form of either
short-lived traces or unnecessary trace duplication.

Using one of the best performing selection algorithms
as the baseline, we demonstrate that, on the DaCapo 9.12
benchmarks and DayTrader 2.0 on WebSphere Application
Server 7.0, our techniques reduce the code size and com-
pilation time by 69% and the start-up time by 43% while
retaining the steady-state performance. On DayTrader 2.0,
an example of large-scale application, our techniques also
improve the steady-state performance by 10%.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.4 [Processors]:
Compilers, Optimization, Run-time environments

General Terms Algorithms, Experimentation, Performance

Keywords Trace selection and compilation, profiling, Java
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1. Introduction
1.1 Trace compilation for large applications
How to effectively optimize large-scale applications has al-
ways posed a great challenge to compilers. Although method
inlining expands the compilation scope of a method JIT,
its effectiveness can be limited when the compilation target
lacks hot-spots and has numerous calling contexts and deep
call chains, all of which are common in large-scale Java ap-
plications.

While trace-based compilation was traditionally explored
where mature JITs are absent, such as binary translators [1,
6, 7], easy-to-develop JITs [10, 21], and scripting lan-
guages [2, 4, 5, 8, 17], we explore trace compilation for
Java, focusing on large-scale applications. To our problem
domain, the promise of trace-based compilation lies in its
potential to construct better compilation scopes than method
inlining does. In a trace compiler, a trace is a single-entry
multiple-exit region formed out of instructions following a
real execution path. The most appealing trait of traces is its
ability to span many layers of method boundaries, naturally
achieving the effect of partial inlining [20], especially in
deep calling contexts.

The challenges of trace compilation for Java are also
aplenty. As a first step, recent work in [13, 16] has signif-
icantly bridged the performance gap between trace compi-
lation and the state-of-the-art method compilation for Java,
where a trace JIT is able to reach 96% of the steady-state
performance of a mature product JIT on a suite of large-scale
applications. This is achieved primarily by aggressively de-
signing the trace selection algorithm to create larger traces.

1.2 Space Efficiency of Trace Selection
A trace selection design needs to optimize all aspects of sys-
tem performance including steady-state performance, start-
up and compilation time and binary code size. While opti-
mizing for steady-state performance often leads to selection
algorithms that maximize trace scope, such a design often in-
creases start-up and compilation time, and binary code size.
The latter three all relate to one trace selection metrics as
defined below.



Definition 1 Selection footprint is defined as the cumulative
size of all traces formed by a selection algorithm.

We use space efficiency to refer to a trace selection algo-
rithm’s ability to maximize steady-state performance with
minimal selection footprint. Space efficiency is especially
important for large-scale applications where memory sub-
system and compilation resources can be stressed. For ex-
ample, code size bloat can degrade the steady-state perfor-
mance due to bad instruction cache performance.

While space efficiency of trace selection was not ex-
tensively studied before as most trace JITs target small or
medium size workloads, space considerations have been in-
corporated into existing selection algorithms. The common
approaches fall into the following categories:

• Selecting from hot regions. Several trace JITs [2, 8, 10]
select traces only out of hot code regions, such as loops.
This approach achieves superb space efficiency when
dealing with codes with obvious hot spots, but not for
large-scale applications, which often exhibit large, flat
execution profile.

• Limiting trace size. This approach limits individual trace
size using heuristics expressed as trace termination con-
ditions, such as terminating trace recording at loop head-
ers, at existing trace heads (known as stop-at-existing-
head), or when exceeding buffer length. These heuris-
tics, however, sometimes can significantly degrade the
performance. For instance, we observe up to 2.8 times
slower performance after applying the stop-at-existing-
head heuristic. The space and performance impact of ex-
isting trace termination heuristics are summarized in Sec-
tion 6.

• Trace grouping. This approach groups linear traces so
that common paths across linear traces can be merged [2,
8, 10, 14]. Existing trace grouping algorithms focus
solely on loop regions. However, they have yet to demon-
strate the ability to reach the required level of selection
coverage for large-scale non loop-intensive workloads.

When dealing with large-scale applications, existing ap-
proaches are either ineffective or insufficient in reducing se-
lection footprint, or otherwise degrade steady-state perfor-
mance. In this paper, we focus on improving the space ef-
ficiency of trace selection by reducing selection footprint
without degrading the steady-state performance for large-
scale applications.

1.3 Key Observations
We focus on a class of commonly used trace selection al-
gorithms, pioneered by Dynamo [1] and subsequently used
in [5, 12, 14, 17, 21] as well as the Java trace JIT mentioned
earlier. In the paper, the specific selection algorithm used is
derived from [16] and is referred to as the baseline algo-
rithm throughout the paper.
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Figure 1. Percentage of traces selected by the baseline algo-
rithm with less than 500 execution count during steady-state
execution.

While the baseline algorithm is one of the best perform-
ing of its kind, it exhibits serious space efficiency issues. Fig-
ure 2 shows the traces selected by the baseline algorithm for
a simple example of 5 basic blocks. In total, the baseline al-
gorithm creates four traces (A-D) with a selection footprint
of 18 basic blocks and a duplication factor of 3.6.

We identify two sources of space inefficiency in the base-
line algorithm that we will briefly describe below.

Formation of short-lived traces refers to a phenomenon
where some traces are formed but seldom executed. To
quantify this effect, we measured the execution count of
traces formed by the baseline algorithm. Figure 1 shows
that 38% traces formed for the DaCapo 9.12 benchmarks
and the DayTrader benchmark have less than 500 execu-
tion counts during steady-state runs.1

Intuitively, a trace becomes dead when its entry point
is completely covered by traces formed later but whose
entry points are topologically earlier. At that point, the
original trace is no longer executed. This is analogous to
rendering a method “dead” after inlining the method to
all its call-sites.

Non-profitable trace duplication refers to the duplication
of codes within or across traces that do not improve
performance. While previous work focuses primarily on
traces that are created unnecessarily long, we identified
another cause of the problem, that is, duplication due
to convergence of a selection algorithm. In this context,
convergence refers to the state where a working set is
covered completely by existing traces so that no more
new traces are created.

1 For cyclic traces, execution counts include the number of times the trace
cycles back to itself.



Figure 2. A working example: trace formation by the baseline algorithm.



Figure 3. An example of low convergence due to form-
ing max-length traces: when the trace buffer size (3BB) is
smaller than loop body size (4BB), the algorithm takes 4
traces to converge.

The problem stems from the fact that a trace can start and
end at arbitrary program points, which in the presence
of tracing through cyclic paths could lead to pathological
convergence. Figure 3 gives such an example: when the
critical path of the loop body is too large to fit into a
single trace, many largely overlapping traces are formed,
all of which start and end at slightly different program
points.

1.4 Evaluation and Contribution
In this paper, we proposed six techniques to collectively ad-
dress the problems of short-lived trace formation (in Sec-
tion 3) and trace duplication (in Section 4).

We have implemented the proposed techniques in a Java
trace JIT based on IBM J9 JVM and JIT compiler. The
techniques are applied to the baseline algorithm from [16],
which has been heavily optimized for steady-state perfor-
mance. After applying our techniques, we are able to re-
duce the code size and compilation time by 69%, and the
start-up time by 43%, and with no degradation to the steady-
state performance of the DaCapo 9.12 benchmarks and a
real-world large-scale Java application, DayTrader on top
of IBM’s Websphere application server. On DayTrader, our
techniques improved the steady-state performance by 10%
due to better cache performance.

The paper makes the following contributions:

• Deepen the understanding of the space efficiency prob-
lem for a class of commonly used selection algorithms
and expanded the solution space.

• Identify the problem of short-lived trace formation and
proposed techniques to reduce short-lived traces.

• Identify new sources of trace duplication problem and
proposed trace truncation to reduce non-profitable dupli-
cation.

• Demonstrate the effectiveness of our techniques on a set
of large-scale Java applications.

2. The Baseline Trace Selection Algorithm
The baseline algorithm is a one-pass selection algorithm
derived from the one used in [16]. One-pass selection al-
gorithms form traces that are either straight-line or cyclic
and contain no inner join or split points. One-pass trace se-
lection algorithms are the most common type of selection
algorithms, which include NET [1], LEI [14], YETI [21],
PyPy [5], and LuaJIT [17]. It has been demonstrated that
one-pass trace selection can scale to large applications and
achieve the kind of coverage and performance comparable
to those of a mature method JIT [13, 16].

A typical one-pass trace selection algorithm consists of
two steps. First, it identifies a set of program points called
potential trace head, and monitors their execution counts.
Once the execution count of a potential trace head exceeds
a threshold, trace recording is triggered, where it simply
records every instruction following the execution of the trace
head into a buffer called the recording buffer. Trace record-
ing continues until a trace termination condition is satisfied,
at which point, a new trace for the selected trace head is
formed out of the recording buffer. The rest of the section
describes these two components in detail.

The rest of the paper uses a working example to illustrate
various aspects of trace selection. Figure 2 shows a code
fragment that sums the number of characters in an array of
strings (countChar) and the traces formed by the baseline
selection algorithm.

2.1 Trace Head Selection
The main driver of the baseline algorithm is shown in Al-
gorithm 1. TraceSelection(e) is invoked every time the in-
terpreter dispatches a control-flow event, which can be 1)
control-flow bytecodes such as invoke, branch and return, or
2) when an exit is taken from a trace.

The baseline algorithm identifies two types of potential
trace heads (lines 17-19 in Algorithm 1). The first type is
the target of a backward branch, such as bb2 on trace A in
Figure 2. This heuristic approximates loop headers without
constructing a control-flow graph. The second type is the
target of a trace-exit (exit-head), such as bb4 on trace B
in Figure 2.2 This allows traces to be formed out of side
branches of a trace.

The algorithm profiles the execution counts of potential
trace heads such that those whose execution counts exceed
a threshold, Th, trigger a new trace recording (lines 21-27
in Algorithm 1). The algorithm assumes that counters and
traces are kept in a PC-indexed global map that is manip-
ulated by getCounter and getTrace that return the counter
and trace associated with a PC, respectively, and by getAd-

2 Prior to enter the loop in Figure 2, trace 0 is already formed from the
entry point of String.length and includes codes following the return
of String.length from a different calling context. Therefore, When the
execution enters trace 0 from the loop, a trace exit is taken at the end of bb0.



Algorithm 1 TraceSelection(e), baseline
Input: Let e be a control-flow event, PC be target PC of e,

and buf be the recording buffer
1: /* trace recording and termination */
2: if mode = record then
3: if ShouldEndTrace(e) then
4: mode← default
5: create trace from buf then submit to compilation
6: else
7: append(buf ,e)
8: end if
9: return

10: end if
11: /* trace dispatch */
12: if getTrace(PC) ̸= null then
13: dispatch to trace execution
14: return
15: end if
16: /* identify potential trace head */
17: if (isBackwardBranch(e) or isTraceExit(e)) then
18: ctr ←getAddCounter(PC)
19: end if
20: /* trace head selection and start recording */
21: if (ctr ← getCounter(PC)) ̸= null then
22: ctr + +
23: if ctr > Th then
24: mode← record, buf ← ∅
25: append(buf ,e)
26: end if
27: end if
28: return

dCounter that, in addition, allocates a new counter if none
exists for a PC.

The rest of the algorithm covers trace dispatch (lines 12-
15 in Algorithm 1) and trace recording (lines 2-10 in Algo-
rithm 1), where its principle component, trace termination
conditions, are described in Section 2.2 and Algorithm 2.

2.2 Trace Termination conditions
Trace termination conditions are the primary mechanism

in a selection algorithm to control the formation of a trace
for a given trace head.

Algorithm 2, ShouldEndTrace(e), describes the termina-
tion conditions used in the baseline algorithm. This particu-
lar choice of termination conditions is intended to maximize
the number of cyclic traces and the length of linear traces,
both of which imply large scope for compilation and less
trace transition overhead [13, 22]. Like any other selection
algorithm, the baseline algorithm must address the follow-
ing key aspects of when to end a trace recording.

Repetition detection ends the recording when a cyclic rep-
etition path is detected in the recorded trace. Repetition

Algorithm 2 ShouldEndTrace(e), baseline
Input: Let e be a control-flow event, PC be target PC of e
Output: true if the trace should be terminated at e, or false

if trace recording should continue.
1: if PC is already recorded on the trace and not a false-

loop then
2: if PC is not the trace head then
3: set trace length be the index of the repeating PC
4: end if
5: return true
6: else if recording buffer overflows then
7: return true
8: else if e is an JNI call that cannot be included on trace

then
9: return true

10: else if e is an irregular event (e.g., exception) then
11: return true
12: else
13: return false
14: end if

detection is necessary for the convergence of the selec-
tion algorithm as well as the formation of cyclic traces.
The baseline algorithm (lines 1-5 in Algorithm 2) detects
repetition when current program counter (PC) is already
recorded in the buffer (stop-at-repeating-pc) [14] and
when the cycle is not a false loop [13].
When a repeating PC appears at the beginning of the
recording buffer, such as traces A, B, and D in Figure 2,
a cyclic trace is formed. Sometimes the repeating PC
appears in the middle of the recording buffer (rejoined),
then the recording buffer is backtracked to the rejoined
point to avoid introducing inner join to the trace, such as
trace C in Figure 2.

Buffer overflow ends the recording when the recording
buffer reaches its size limit (lines 6-7 in Algorithm 2).

Tracing out-of-scope ends the recording when an event
outside the tracing scope has occurred, such as invok-
ing a native call.
Tracing scope is a property of the trace system and may
not be violated as it may result in incorrect traces. In our
system, tracing beyond an exception throw or a JNI call
is not allowed (lines 8-11 in Algorithm 2).

2.3 Characteristics of the Baseline Algorithm
The baseline algorithm is designed to maximize the steady-
state performance and reuses many existing heuristics in
other systems.

Table 1 summarizes the basic characteristics of traces
selected by the baseline algorithm for the DaCapo 9.12 and
the DayTrader 2.0 benchmarks (setup details in Section 5).



Benchmark Description coverage # traces bbs/trace dup factor call/trace
avrora simulates programs running on AVR microcontrollers 100.0% 1853 43 11 27
batik produces SVG images based on unit tests in Apache Batik 99.7% 4817 43 11 26
eclipse executes the jdt performance tests for Eclipse 99.9% 27862 40 15 21
fop parse and format an XSL-FO file and generate a PDF file 99.7% 6096 62 19 41
h2 a JDBCbench-like in-memory benchmark 100.0% 4124 57 17 34
jython interprets the pybench Python benchmark 99.7% 10109 77 20 50
luindex uses lucene to indexes a set of documents 99.9% 1376 31 7 17
lusearch uses lucene to do a text search of keywords 100.0% 1447 39 9 23
pmd analyzes Java classes for a set of source code problems 98.6% 7029 56 25 33
sunflow renders a set of images using ray tracing 100.0% 1624 44 11 29
tomcat query against Tomcat to retrieve/verify webpages 99.4% 17155 49 13 28
tradebeans DayTrader via Java Beans on top of GERONIMO and h2 100.0% 8621 47 9 28
xalan transforms XML documents into HTML 99.5% 3119 59 15 35
DayTrader DayTrader 2.0 on IBM WebSphere Application Server 7.0 100% 19809 69 15 40

geomean 99.7% 3869 49 13 30

Table 1. Characteristics of traces formed by the baseline algorithm for DaCapo 9.12 and Daytrader benchmarks. Coverage is
the percentage of total bytecodes executed from traces; # traces is the number of compiled traces; bbs/trace is average number
of basic blocks per trace; dup factor is the ratio between the number of bytecodes on traces and that of bytecodes in distinct
basic blocks on traces; and call/trace is the number of invoke or return bytecodes per trace.

One important characteristic is the coverage of a trace se-
lection. High coverage is a particular requirement for a byte-
code trace JIT like ours where more than ten-fold perfor-
mance gap exists between being “covered” (compiled) and
“not covered” (interpreted) by the trace JIT. As shown in Ta-
ble 1, the algorithm achieves close to 100% coverage at the
steady-state, similar to that of the method JIT.

Table 1 also shows other static characteristics of the trace
selection. The number of traces selected ranges from 1400
to 27K, indicating the algorithm’s ability to support large
working sets. It is also observed that traces formed by the
baseline algorithm are quite long with an average 49 basic
blocks per trace and can span many layers of method bound-
aries, where, on average, 30 invoke or return bytecodes are
included per trace.

3. Reducing Short-lived Traces
In this section, we propose a set of techniques that reduce

selection footprint without degrading the performance by
targeting traces that are short lived.

3.1 Short-lived Trace Formation
Short-lived trace formation refers to the phenomenon that
the selection algorithm creates traces that become dead short
after their creation. For instance, the baseline algorithm first
creates trace B in Figure 2, and shortly after trace A is
created.3 Since the head of trace B (bb3) is dominated by
that of trace A (bb1) and is included in trace A, the creation
of trace A renders trace B dead.

3 Trace B is created before A because the baseline algorithm identifies bb3
as a potential trace head first, before the first backward branch targeting bb1
is taken.

Intuitively, a trace becomes dead when the head of the
trace is completely covered by later formed traces such that
the trace is no longer dispatched. A formal definition of dead
traces is given below.

Definition 2 An instruction x is an infeasible dispatch point
at time t, if after t, there is no invocation of TraceSelection(e)
where the target of e is x.

Definition 3 A trace A starting from x becomes dead at time
t if, after t, x becomes an infeasible dispatch point.

Short-lived trace formation is an inherent property of
a trace selection algorithm that satisfies the following two
conditions.

Condition 1 Two traces may be dispatched in the reverse
order of how their corresponding trace heads are selected.

Condition 2 The head of an earlier trace can be part of a
later trace.

The baseline algorithm satisfies both conditions. Condi-
tion 1 is a property of trace head selection. Most selection al-
gorithms satisfies this condition because there is no guaran-
teed ordering on how a trace head is selected. Potential trace
heads may accumulate counter values at different speed. For
instance, basic blocks at control-flow join are executed more
often than their predecessors.

Condition 2, on the other hand, is a property of trace
termination conditions. Certain termination conditions, such
as stop-at-existing-head, can prevent the condition to be
satisfied.



Algorithm 3 TraceSelectionWithSizeControl(e), optimized
Input: Let e be a control-flow or an exact-bb event, PC be

target PC of e, Ph and Th be the profiling and trace-head
threshold, and buf be the recording buffer.

1: /* trace recording */
2: if mode = record then
3: if ShouldEndTrace(e) then
4: StructureTruncation(buf, e)
5: clear counters (if any) of bbs in buf
6: create trace from buf , mode← default
7: else
8: append(buf ,e)
9: end if

10: return
11: end if
12: /* trace path profiling */
13: if curr tr ̸= null then
14: if PC = getStartPC(curr tr, curr pos) then
15: curr pos + +
16: return
17: else
18: incExitFreq(curr tr,curr pos)
19: curr tr ← null
20: end if
21: end if
22: /* trace head selection and dispatch */
23: if isBackwardBranch(e) or isTraceExit(e) then
24: if (tr ← getTrace(PC)) ̸=null then
25: if isCompiled(tr) then
26: dispatch to binary address of tr
27: else
28: /* enter trace path profiling mode */
29: tr.entryFreq++
30: if tr.entryFreq > Ph then
31: profileTruncation(tr)
32: submit tr to compilation queue
33: end if
34: curr pos + +, curr tr ← tr
35: end if
36: return
37: end if
38: ctr ← getAddCounter(PC)
39: if (+ + ctr) > Th then
40: mode← record, buf ← ∅, append(buf , e)
41: end if
42: end if
43: return

3.2 Short-lived Trace Elimination
In this section, we identify the causes of short-lived trace for-
mation in the baseline algorithm and propose a more space
efficient algorithm, TraceSelectionWithSizeControl(e), as
shown in Algorithm 3.

The new algorithm creates only 2 traces for the working
example, trace A and a trace that contains bytecode 0-4,
with a selection footprint of 5 basic blocks and a duplication
factor of 1. This is in contrast to the selection footprint of 18
basic blocks by the baseline algorithm as shown in Figure 2.
The rest of the section describes the new algorithm in detail.

3.2.1 Constructing Precise Basic Blocks
In the baseline algorithm, TraceSelection(e) is invoked every
time the interpreter executes a control-flow bytecode. The
bytecode sequence between consecutive control-flow byte-
codes is called a dynamic instruction block. Dynamic in-
struction blocks can be partially overlapping, such as bb1+2
and bb2 of trace C in Figure 2. We refer to such dynamic in-
struction blocks as imprecise basic blocks.

Dynamic instruction blocks can trigger the formation of
short-lived traces. Consider the formation of trace C and D
in Figure 2. A trace recording starts from bytecode 0 and
continues through two iterations of the loop. The recording
is terminated when a repeating PC, bytecode 10, is detected
in the middle of the recording buffer. Trace C is formed
by backtracking the recorded trace to bytecode 10, and then
trace D is created from the target of the end-exit from trace
C. Once trace C and D are formed, trace A and B become
dead because their respective entry points, bb2 and bb4 be-
come infeasible dispatch points.

Such short-lived traces are caused by the termination
condition that detects repetition by checking repeating PCs
(as line 1 of Algorithm 2) at control-flow bytecodes. This
termination condition works fine only when two distinct
basic blocks are disjoint. Because of imprecise basic blocks,
the baseline algorithm detects bytecode 10 as the repeating
PC in the recording buffer, whereas bytecode 4 is the actual
first repeating PC.

To address this problem, we identify boundaries of pre-
cise basic blocks and call TraceSelection(e) at the end of
each precise basic block. The new algorithm correctly de-
tects that bytecode 4 is the first repeating PC in the recording
buffer.

3.2.2 Trace-head Selection Optimization
The baseline algorithm performs two lookups for each in-
vocation of TraceSelection(e): 1) look up and dispatch the
trace for event e (lines 12-15 of Algorithm 1), and 2) look
up and update the counter associated with e (lines 21-27 of
Algorithm 1). While this design dispatches traces and ac-
cumulate frequency counts as fast as possible, it can cause
pathological formation of short-lived traces.

Consider the formation of trace A and B. Despite the
loop body having only a single execution path, the baseline
algorithm identified two potential trace heads, bb1 (the target
of a backward branch) and bb3 (the target of a side-exit from
trace 0). Selecting multiple potential trace heads along one
critical path can result in short-lived traces because only



the one that dominates the others along the same path can
survive as the head of a long-lasting trace.

To address this problem, we propose to dispatch traces
and update counters only when a trace exit or a backward
branch is taken, shown as lines 24-41 of Algorithm 3. The
algorithm has two nice properties:

• A counter is always available at the time of counter and
trace lookup because if one is not available, a new counter
is allocated (as line 38 of Algorithm 3). This property
bounds the number of failed counter and trace lookups
per PC to Th, thus reduces lookup related runtime over-
head. In a trace runtime, failed lookups can be expensive
as well as pervasive when trace selection coverage is low
such as during start-up time.

• It imposes a partial order on how potential trace heads
are selected. For instance, the restriction of dispatching
traces only at trace-exit and backward branch events pre-
vents trace 0 from being dispatched in the loop body. As
a result, bb3 is not marked as a potential trace head.

3.2.3 Clearing Counters along Recorded Trace
The third technique we propose is a simple heuristic: when
a new trace is formed, we clear the counter value of any
basic block on the trace ( if any) when the basic block is
topologically after the head of the recorded trace (line 5 of
Algorithm 3).

One cause of short-lived traces is that trace head selection
is based on counter values combining execution counts of
a given PC along all paths. By clearing counter values of
any potential trace head on a newly formed trace, execution
counts contributed by the newly formed trace are excluded.

The rationale of using topological ordering to decide
whether to clear a counter is to prevent a short-lived trace
from clearing the counter of a long-lived trace. We use a
simple heuristic to approximate topological ordering: a ba-
sic block x is considered topologically earlier than a basic
block y, if x and y belong to the same method and if the
bytecode index of x is less than that of y.

3.2.4 Trace Path Profiling
While the techniques proposed before all reduce the forma-
tion of short-lived traces, the next technique, trace path pro-
filing, prevents short-lived traces from being compiled after
they become dead.

The algorithm for trace path profiling is shown as lines
13-21 and 29-34 in Algorithm 3. It works as follows.

1. A newly formed trace is not immediately submitted to
compilation, instead it is kept in a “nursery” and inter-
preted for a short time.

2. When the trace is being interpreted, the interpreter records
the entry and exit counts for each basic block on the trace,
but does not update counters associated with any basic
block on the trace and does not dispatch to other traces.

3. A nursery trace is compiled only if its entry count ex-
ceeds a predefined threshold, at which point, the profil-
ing mode ends. Traces that never leave the “nursery” are
dead traces.

Intuitively, trace path profiling can identify dead traces
because it mimics the execution of a compiled trace, there-
fore short-lived traces that manifest in a binary trace exe-
cution also manifests in trace path profiling. The more fun-
damental explanation of this effect has to do with more ac-
curate accounting by excluding execution frequencies from
infeasible dispatch points. In trace path profiling, the imple-
mentation detail of not updating counters associated with
any basic blocks on the trace is crucial to dead trace elim-
ination. It has the effect of preventing execution counts from
other paths to be counted towards that of a potential trace
head or the entry count of a nursery trace.

A second key aspect of trace path profiling is that while
traces may be formed out of sync with respect to the topolog-
ical ordering of trace heads, program execution always fol-
lows topological orders. As such, during trace path profiling,
traces that start from a topologically earlier program point
are dispatched first, thus render those starting from topolog-
ically later program points dead.

4. Reducing Trace Duplication
In this section, we study the problem of code duplication
across traces and propose techniques to reduce unnecessary
duplication.

4.1 The problem of Trace Duplication
Trace duplication refers to the phenomenon that a program
point is included in many traces in a given trace formation.
The degree of duplication by the baseline algorithm is quite
significant. As shown in Table 1, in our benchmarks, on
average, each distinct PC is duplicated 13 times across all
traces.

Trace duplication is an inherent property of trace selec-
tion and often a desirable feature as it reflects a selection
algorithm’s innate ability to specialize. Fundamentally, du-
plication happens when tracing through the merge points of
a flow graph, such as loop headers and the entry and return
points of methods with multiple call-sites. The inlining ef-
fect of trace selection, for instance, is the result of tracing
through the entry point of a method.

However, not every form of trace duplication is benefi-
cial. In addition to short-lived traces, we identify three other
forms of trace duplication that are likely not beneficial:

Duplication due to slow convergence refers to duplication
caused by convergence issues of a selection algorithm.
One particular form of convergence problem is triggered
by max-length traces as shown in the example in Fig-
ure 3. Max-length traces have the property that those that
start from different program points often end at differ-



Algorithm 4 StructureTruncation(buf ,bb)
Input: Let buf be the trace recording buffer with n bbs,

ML be the maximal trace length, and bb be the bb
executed after buf [n− 1]

Output: returns the length of the truncated trace.
1: if buf is cyclic or n = 1 then
2: return n
3: end if
4: for i← 1 to n− 1 do
5: if isLoopHeader(buf [i]) then
6: let L be the loop whose header is buf [i]
7: if isloopExited(L, i, buf) = false then
8: if trunc-at-entry-edge and isEntryEdge(buf [i −

1],buf [i]) then
9: return i

10: end if
11: if trunc-at-backedge and isBackEdge(buf [i −

1],buf [i]) then
12: return i
13: end if
14: if trunc-at-loop-header then
15: return i
16: end if
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: if n = MLandisTraceHead(bb) = false then
21: for i← n− 1 to 1 do
22: if isTraceHead(buf [i]) then
23: Let tr be the trace whose head is buf [i]
24: if match(buf [i : n),tr[0:n − i]) and isMethod-

Returned(i, buf )=false then
25: return i
26: end if
27: end if
28: end for
29: end if
30: return n

ent program points. When combined with tracing along
cyclic paths, this property can cause slow convergence of
a selection algorithm.

Loop-related duplication refers to duplication as the result
of tracing through a common type of control-flow join,
loop headers.
One form of unnecessary duplication happens when trac-
ing through the entry-edge of a loop. This is analogous to
always peeling the first iteration of a loop into a trace.
Another form of duplication happens when tracing through
the backedge or exit-edge of a loop (also known as tail
duplication).

Trace segment with low utilization refers to the case where
the execution often takes a side-exit before reaching the
tail segment of a trace.
The most common scenario of this problem manifests
when a mega-morphic control-flow bytecode, such as the
return bytecode from a method with many calling con-
texts, appears in the middle of the trace. For example,
trace A in Figure 2 contains a return bytecode from
String.length that has many different calling con-
texts. As a result, the return bytecode on trace A is a hot
side-exit and a good candidate for truncation.

4.2 Trace Truncation
We propose trace truncation that uses structure or profiling
information to determine the most profitable end point of
a trace. We propose two types of trace truncation. One is
structure-based that applies truncation based on static prop-
erties of a recorded trace (shown as StructureTruncation in
Algorithm 4). The other is profile-based that truncates based
on trace path profiling information (lines 31 in Algorithm 3).

Traditionally, a selection algorithm controls duplication
by imposing additional termination conditions. Compared
to this approach, trace truncation has the advantage of being
able to look ahead and use the knowledge on the path beyond
to decide the most profitable trace end-point.

Since trace truncation may shorten lengths of active
traces, care must be taken to minimize degradation to per-
formance. For this consideration, we define the following
guidelines of where not to apply truncation:

• Do not truncate cyclic traces. Cyclic traces can capture
large scopes of computation that are disproportional to its
size, therefore the performance cost of a bad truncation
may outweigh the benefit of size reduction.

• Do not truncate between a matching pair of method entry
and return. The rule preserves the amount of partial in-
lining in a trace, which is a key indicator of trace quality
in our system.

• Do not truncate at non trace-heads. This rule prevents
truncation from introducing new potential trace heads
(thus new traces) and worsening the convergence of trace
selection.

4.2.1 Structure-based Truncation
Structure-based truncation is applied immediately after a
trace recording and ends before the trace is created. We pro-
pose the following heuristics for structure-based truncation.
The first three exploit loop structures for truncation. The last
one is specifically designed for max-length traces with no
loop-based edges.

• trunc-at-loop-entry-edge that truncates at the entry-edge
to the first loop on the trace with more than one iteration.
This is based on the consideration that peeling the first
iteration of a loop is likely not profitable.



• trunc-at-loop-backedge that truncates at the backedge to
the first or last loop on the trace with more than one
iteration.
This is based on the consideration that the backedge is
a critical edge that forms cycles. Therefore, truncation at
backedge may improve the convergence of the algorithm.
This heuristic allows cyclic traces to be formed on loop
headers, but not on other program points in the loop.

• trunc-at-loop-header that truncates at the header of the
first/last loop on the trace with more than one iteration.
This is a combination of the previous two heuristics.

• trunc-at-last-trace-head that truncates at the last location
on the trace, where 1) it is the head of an existing trace,
2) the existing trace matches the portion of the trace to
be truncated, 3) it is not in between a matching pair of
method enter and return.

The structure-based truncation algorithm is given in Al-
gorithm 4, where isMethodReturned checks whether a po-
tential truncation point is between the entry and return of
a method on the trace; isLoopExited(L,i,buf ) assumes that
the ith basic block in buf is the header of loop L and checks
if the remaining portion of the trace exits from the body of
L4, and isEntryEdge (isBackEdge) checks whether an edge
is the loop entry-edge (backedge).

4.2.2 Profile-based Truncation
Profile-based truncation uses the profiling information col-
lected by trace path profiling to truncate traces at hot side-
exits (as line 31 in Algorithm 3).

For a given trace, trace path profiling collects the entry
count to a trace as well as trace exit count of each basic block
on the trace, i.e., the number of times execution leaves a trace
via this basic block. From trace exit counts, one can compute
the execution count of each basic block on the trace. Profile-
based trace truncation uses a simple heuristic: for a given
basic block x on a trace, if the entry count of x on the trace
is smaller than a predefined fraction of the entry count of the
trace, we truncate the trace at x. In our implementation, we
use a truncation threshold of 5%.

5. Evaluation
5.1 Our Trace JIT System Overview
Figure 4 shows a component view of our trace JIT, which is
built on top of IBM J9 JVM and JIT compiler [11]. Traces
are formed out of Java bytecodes and compiled by the J9 JIT,
which is extended to compile traces. Our trace JIT supports
both trace execution and interpretation, as well as all major
functionality of the method JIT. Compilation is done by a
dedicated thread, similar to the method JIT.

4 In our implementation, we check if the remaining portion of the trace
includes codes from the same method but outside the loop body or whether
the owning method of the loop header has returned. Both indicate that loop
L has been exited.
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Figure 4. Overview of our trace JIT architecture

Trace head threshold 500 (BB exec freq)
Trace buffer length 128 (BBs)
Structure trunc. (rejoined) 1st loop-header
Structure trunc. (max-length) 1st loop-header or last trace-head
Trace profiling window 128 (trace entry freq)
Profile trunc. threshold 5%

Table 2. Trace selection algorithm parameters.

The trace compiler enables a subset of “warm” level opti-
mizations of the baseline method JIT such as various (par-
tial) redundancy elimination optimizations, (global) regis-
ter allocation, and value propagation. Our system is aggres-
sively optimized to reduce runtime overhead due to trace ex-
ecution and trace monitoring (including trace linking opti-
mizations). The current implementation also has limitations
compared to the method JIT. For example, the trace JIT does
not support recompilation. It does not support escape anal-
ysis and enables only a subset of loop optimizers in the J9
JIT. Detailed design of the trace JIT is described in [16].

Table 2 summarizes some of the key parameters of the
selection algorithm for the evaluation.

5.2 Experiment Setup
Experiments are conducted on a 4-core, 4GHz POWER6
processors with 2 SMT threads per core. The system has 16
GB of system memory and runs AIX 6.1. For the JVM, we
use 1 GB for Java heap size with 16MB large pages and the
generational garbage collector. We used two benchmarks:

DaCapo 9.12 benchmark [3] running with the default data
size. We did not include the tradesoap benchmark
because the baseline system with the method-JIT some-
times failed for this benchmark.

DayTrader 2.0 [19] running on IBM WebSphere Applica-
tion Server version 7.0.0.13 [15]. This is an example of
large-scale Java applications. For DayTrader, the DB2
database server and the client emulator ran on separate
machines.



In this paper, we use the following metrics to evaluate our
techniques. For each result, we report the average of 16 runs
along with the 95% confidence interval.

Selection footprint: the total number of bytecodes in com-
piled traces.

Compiled binary code size: the total binary code size.

Steady-state execution time: For DaCapo 9.12, we exe-
cuted 10 iterations for eclipse and 25 iterations for
the other benchmarks, and reported the average execu-
tion time of the last 5 iterations. For DayTrader, we ran
the application for 420 seconds that includes 180-second
client ramp-up but excludes setup and initialization, and
used the average execution time per request during the
last 60 seconds.

Start-up time: the execution time of the first iteration for
DaCapo 9.12, and the time spent before the WebSphere
Application Server becomes ready to serve for Day-
Trader.

Compilation time: the total compilation time.

5.3 Reduction in Selection Footprint
We evaluated the six techniques proposed in this paper as
summarized in Table 3. First, we measured the impact of
each individual technique on selection footprint. Figure 5
shows the normalized selection footprint when we apply
each technique to the baseline.

We observe that each technique is effective in reducing
selection footprint, with the average reduction ranging from
12% (exact-bb) to 40% (head-opt). The only exception is
when applying head-opt to jython, where selection foot-
print increases by 2%.

Second, we measured the combined effects of the tech-
niques in reducing selection footprint, as shown in Figure 6.
In this and following figures, the techniques are combined
according to the natural order (left to right) by which they are
applied during the selection. For example, the bar +struct-
trunc stands for the case where we apply exact-bb, head-opt,
and struct-trunc to the baseline.

With all techniques applied, the average selection foot-
print is reduced to 30% of the baseline’s. We also observe
that each technique is able to further reduce selection foot-
print over the ones applied before it.

Figure 8 shows a detailed breakdown on where the reduc-
tion in selection footprint comes from.

• The bottom bar our algo w/ all-opt is the selection foot-
print of our algorithm relative to the baseline’s.

• Short-lived traces eliminated represent the total bytecode
size of short-lived traces eliminated by our optimizations.

• Structure truncated BCs and profile truncated BCs ac-
count for bytecodes eliminated by structure-based and
profile-based truncation, respectively.
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Figure 8. Breakdown of selection footprint reduction nor-
malized to that of the baseline.

• Others represent the rest of the reduction, which is likely
due to improved convergence of the baseline algorithm
that generates fewer new traces.

5.4 Impact on System Performance
Figure 7 shows the combined impact of our techniques on
compiled binary code size. With all our techniques com-
bined, the compiled code size is reduced to 30% of the base-
line’s, which is consistent with the degree of reduction on
selection footprint.

Figure 9 shows the combined impact of our techniques on
steady-state execution time. The steady-state performance
was unchanged on average after all techniques are applied,
with a maximal degradation of 4% for luindex.

It is also notable that the steady-state performance of
DayTrader is improved by 10%. This is because L2 cache
misses were reduced and thus clock per instruction was
improved, due to reduced code size. This shows that code
size control is not only important for memory reduction itself
but also important for the steady-state performance in large-
scale applications.

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the normalized start-up
time and compilation time when the techniques are applied
in combination, respectively. Using our techniques, compi-
lation time and start-up time was reduced to 32% and 57%
of the baseline’s, respectively.

5.5 Discussions
Our results show that the reduction in selection footprint
is linear to that of compilation time and binary code size.
Start-up time is closely related to but not linear to selec-
tion footprint because it is influenced by other factors such
as the ratio of interpretation overhead to native execution
and how fast bytecodes are captured as traces and com-
piled to binaries. Only very large-scale applications, such as
DayTrader and eclipse, experience an improvement in



Name Description Described in Main effect
exact-bb exact basic block construction Section 3.2.1 Reduced short-lived traces & duplication
head-opt counter/trace lookup at backward branch and exit-heads Section 3.2.2 Reduced short-lived traces
struct-trunc structure-based truncation Section 4.2.1 Reduced short-lived traces & duplication
clear-counter clearing counters of potential trace heads on a recorded trace Section 3.2.3 Reduced short-lived traces
profile trace profiling Section 3.2.4 Reduced short-lived traces
prof-trunc trace profiling with profile-based truncation Section 4.2.2 Reduced duplication

Table 3. Summary of evaluated techniques
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Figure 5. Selection footprint (normalized to the baseline) when applying each technique (shorter is better).
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Figure 7. Binary code size (normalized to the baseline) after combining techniques over the baseline (shorter is better).
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Figure 9. Steady-state execution time (normalized to the baseline) after combining techniques over the baseline (shorter is
better).

steady-state performance as the result of selection footprint
reduction.

Eliminating short-lived traces have the biggest impact
in footprint reduction. Of all the techniques that eliminate
short-lived traces, ensuring proper ordering by which to se-
lect trace heads (head-opt) addresses the root cause of short
lived traces.

We would also like to point out that some of the pro-
posed techniques may potentially degrade start-up perfor-
mance because they either reduce the scope of individual
traces (e.g., truncation) or prolongs the time before a byte-
code is executed from a binary trace (e.g., profiling). But
our results show empirically that footprint reduction in gen-
eral improves start-up performance because, for large-scale
workloads, compilation speed is likely a more critical bot-

tleneck to the start-up time than other factors. However, the
cost-benefit effects may change depending on the compila-
tion resource of the trace compiler, the coverage require-
ment of the selection algorithm, and the characteristics of
the workload.

6. Comparing with Other Selection
Algorithms

While our techniques are described in the context of the
baseline algorithm, many design choices are also common
in other trace selection algorithms. Table 4 summarizes im-
portant aspects of trace selection discussed in the paper for
all existing trace selection algorithms.
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Figure 11. Compilation time (normalized to the baseline) after combining techniques over the baseline (shorter is better).

6.1 One-pass selection algorithms
We first compare our techniques with size control heuristics
used in existing one-pass selection algorithms, all of which
are based on termination conditions.

Stop-at-existing-head terminates a trace recording when
the next instruction to be recorded is the head of an exist-
ing trace. This heuristic was first introduced by NET [1].
It is most effective size-control heuristic because it min-
imizes duplication across traces. It does not generate
short-lived traces either because Condition 2 of short-
lived trace formation is no longer satisfied. However,
stop-at-existing-head can have significant impact of per-
formance due to reduced trace scope.
Figure 12 shows the relative execution time and code
size of stop-at-existing-head normalized to that of our

algorithm. It shows that stop-at-existing-head excels at
space efficiency, but degrades the performance by up to
2.8 times.
A main source of the degradation comes from the re-
duction in the inlining effect of the trace selection. In
particular, once a trace is formed at the entry point of a
method, stop-at-existing-head prevents the method to be
“inlined” into any later traces that invoke the method.

Stop-at-loop-boundary terminates a trace recording at loop
boundaries, such as loop headers or loop exit-edges. Vari-
ations of this heuristic are used in PyPy, TraceMonkey,
HotpathVM, SPUR, and YETI.
We compared stop-at-loop-head heuristic, which is one
type of stop-at-loop-boundary and terminates a trace at
loop headers (figure not included in the paper). On the



System our baseline SPUR HotpathVM LuaJIT TraceMonkey PyPy YETI NET Merrill+ LEI
[13, 16] [2] [10] and [9] [17] [8] [5] [21] [1] [18] [14]

Target Program Java CIL Java Lua JavaScript Python Java Binary Java Binary

Multi-pass or one-pass selection one multi multi N/A multi one one one one one

Trace loop head Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Head exit head Y Y Y Y Y N/A Y Y Y Y

Condition method entry Y Y

Trace stop-at-any-backward-branch Y Y
Termination stop-at-repeating-pc Y Y Y Y
Condition Stop-at-loop-back-to-head Y Y Y Y

stop-at-existing-trace-heads Y N/A call N/A Y Y Y

stop-when-leaving-static-scope loop method loop loop N/A N/A method

stop-when-exceeding-max-size Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

stop-at-native-method-call Y N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Imprecise BB problem Y N/A Y Y Y

Table 4. Comparison of Trace Selection Algorithms
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Figure 12. Execution time and code size of stop-at-exitsing-
head relative to our algorithm.

DaCapo 9.12 benchmark and DayTrader, stop-at-loop-
head is 3% slower than ours in the steady-state perfor-
mance, and its binary code size is 2.45 times of ours.

Stop-at-return-from-method-of-trace-head terminates a
recording when the execution leaves the stack frame
of the trace-head. This heuristic is used in PyPy, Hot-
pathVM and Merrill et al.
This heuristic (figure not included in the paper) is on
average 6% slower in steady-state performance compared
to ours. The binary code size is 1.6 times of ours, ranging
from 1.22 times (h2) to 2.4 times (sunflow).

6.2 Multi-pass selection algorithms
Multi-pass trace selection algorithms form traces after mul-
tiple recordings and combine individual traces into groups.

Traces formed by such algorithms can allow split paths or
inner-join within a trace (group). While direct comparison
with multi-pass selection algorithms is beyond the scope of
this work, multi-pass selection algorithms conceptually have
more compact footprint than one-pass selection algorithms
because paths can be joint in a trace group.

On the other hand, existing multi-pass selection algo-
rithms are designed primarily with loops in mind. SPUR,
HotpathVM, and TraceMonkey [2, 8, 10] are three such sys-
tems, all of which build trees of traces anchored at loop head-
ers. For non-loop intensive workloads, some computation
may happen outside any loops, some may occur in loops
whose bodies are too large to be captured into one trace
tree. It is an open question whether existing multi-pass se-
lection algorithms can achieve high coverage on large-scale
non loop-intensive applications.

7. Conclusion
Designing a balanced trace selection algorithm largely boils
down to meeting the competing needs of creating larger
traces to maximize performance and reducing the selection
footprint to minimize resource consumption. This paper fo-
cuses on the latter problem of controlling the footprint of
trace selection.

In this work, we discovered some of the most intriguing
aspects of trace selection algorithms. Our first insight comes
from the observation of trace “churning”, where a signifi-
cant amount of traces, shortly after being created, are no
longer executed. A careful study of the baseline algorithm
reveals pitfalls of several common-sense trace selection de-
sign choices that could lead to pathological formation of
short-lived traces.

Our second insight comes from studying the cause of
excessive duplication in traces that are not necessarily short-



lived. While trace duplication has been studied before in
the context of tail duplication, we identified new sources of
unnecessary duplication due to poor convergence property
of a trace selection algorithm.

By addressing these sources of footprint inefficiency in
common trace selection algorithms, our techniques are able
to reduce the selection footprint and the binary code size
to one third of the baseline and the startup time to slightly
over half of the baseline with no performance loss. In one
large-scale enterprise workload based on a production web
server, our techniques improve the steady-state performance
by 10%, due to improved instruction cache performance.
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